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Harvey 

staying warm 

through my view 
finder... 

A message from our 
president!  

Photographing in the winter can be trying but also most rewarding. 
 Glistening snow with long shadows can be beautiful.  The key is to 
dress appropriately. Going out in cold, windy and snowy conditions can 
discourage even the hardiest in a short time.  Carrying your gear, 
walking long distances and trudging through snow is hard work and you 
can begin to sweat. The key is to dress appropriately in layers.  Have a 
synthetic light weight base layer (never cotton, wool is okay but can be 
itchy) next to your skin.  Next a good breathable insulating layer and 
finally a wind resistant, breathable shell on top it.  The same is true for 
your hands.  Heavy gloves amy be warm but it makes using your 
camera very clumsy.  I have found that using a thin, wind resistant glove
liner (one is made by Manzella and sold in outdoor stores) under a 
glomit type glove.  This gives you the insulating advantage of a mitten 
with the cut out fingers of a glove.  The thin liner allows you manipulate 
your camera while you finger tips don't freeze.  Like having the right 
equipment for a photoshoot, having the right clothes can change a 
miserable experience to a rewarding experience. 





Have you ever been to a wedding and marveled at the work that the wedding photographer does? 
Do you have a solid understanding of photographic techniques, lens selection, color balance, exposure, 
and composition and feel comfortable behind the camera? 
Most importantly… do you feel comfortable assuming the awesome responsibility being entrusted to 
you as the designated wedding photographer? 
Do you own and know how to operate your camera, lenses, and flashes.  Do you have back-up 
equipment? (in case you have a failure in the field) 
Most people have been to weddings where there was a professional photographer capturing all those 
special moments. 
The photographer was tasked with creating and capturing memories that the couple will treasure for 
years to come as their only real (not counting video of course) memory of their special day and the 
beginning of their new life together. 
After all, the ceremony, limos, flowers, food, caterer, party and all the other services fade away the 
only real, tangible record that remains is the photographs and video (if they have one). 
The responsibility, therefore, of the photographer/videographer is a big one.  He/she must come away 
from the day with properly exposed, well composed, creative images that capture the essence of the 
day and the love/emotions the couple and their families share. 
Most women have thought about and planned their wedding since they were little girls.  To the Bride 
it’s one of the most important days in her life.  Grooms often agree that they are just there as a prop 
whose primary purpose is to help make the Bride look good. 
For the photographer/videographer the day is usually quite long and can be exhausting.  Starting with 
the Bride getting ready, dressed and made-up and ending with the last dance and goodbyes as the 
happy couple drive off, the photographer/videographer will often put in a full 8-12 hours – and that’s 
just the wedding day itself.   
In addition to the actual photography on the big day the photographer/videographer will also be 
involved in many other activities. 
The workflow can follow many paths but it’s not uncommon to invest a full week or two for each 
wedding.  This time is devoted to pre-production, sales, marketing, client meetings, vendor 
coordination, post production, album design and creation, laboratory collaboration and final delivery 
and balance collection. 
It does take a special mind set to become a wedding photographer.  It can be a stressful, demanding, 
challenging photographic experience. 
I’ve sometimes referred to it as the Aberdeen Proving Grounds for developing strong people skills. 
Knowing how to diffuse issues diplomatically and get the proceedings back on track is a sign of a true 
professional.  Going into each wedding with the understanding that you know what you want but 
you’ll take what you get with a large focus on preserving harmony and not “rocking the boat” is also 
something to aspire to as you enter the rewarding field of wedding photography. 
For a variety of the reasons mentioned here many photographers with whom I’ve spoken have said 
things like:  “Oh you shoot weddings!  I did that once.  I’ll never do that again!”  As I said earlier, the 
mind set has to be right and you should keep the big picture and your ultimate goal(s) in mind. 

Have you ever wondered what it takes to be a wedding photographer? 







There are two basic approaches to shooting weddings. 
Ownership – where you do everything… market, sell, hand-hold, pre-production, shoot (production), 
post-production, delivery and collection. 
Stringer - shooting for another studio (often referred to as a “Weekend Warrior”).  As a Stringer your 
responsibility is to contact the Bride prior to her big day and answer any questions she may have. 
 Basically, I regard this as holding her hand over the phone and putting their concerns/fears to rest. 
Then you shoot the job and, finally, deliver the film/files (edited or unedited Raw) to the studio that 
hired you. 
An important note here is that as an independent contractor, YOU own the copyright to any images 
you create when you press the shutter… NOT the studio you’re shooting for UNLESS the studio has 
you sign a “Work for Hire” agreement.  This document stipulates that for the term of the assignment(s) 
you are, in effect, an employee of the studio and as such have relinquished all rights to any images you 
create for them on their assignment(s).  The WFH agreement effectively transfers the copyright 
ownership to the hiring studio. 
Several years ago there were many more independent wedding studios than there are today.  If you 
can locate a studio that is active and would be interested in having you assist then that is an excellent 
way to break into the field.  There is no better way to learn than by doing or closely watching (and 
learning from) someone else who is doing. 
Alternatively, you can venture forth on your own.  Just be prepared for the unexpected and having to 
deal with people who can be “difficult”. 

There are similarities and differences in different religions and ethnicities.  Different cultures have 
different customs and ways to observe sanctities and religious protocols. 
This is one reason why I recommend accompanying the hired photographer as an assistant so you can 
develop insights from experience and learn the idiosyncrasies of different faiths and ethnic groups. 
 This experience will prove to be invaluable in preparing you to anticipate actions and events and will 
enable you to be where you need to be at the appropriate times prepared to capture the “magic”. 

Equipment 
Since photographing weddings with film equipment has pretty much died out (although there are still 
those who prefer it and have not embraced digital technology yet) this overview will deal with using 
digital equipment. 
Camera choice is up to you but the camera you select should have interchangeable lenses (more 
options/viewpoints/perspectives), be able to shoot Raw files (with Jpeg back-ups if you so desire).  It 
should have autofocus, adjustable and auto ISO, ability to adjust white balance (color rendition).  You 
should have a second body in case you have a failure with the primary body.  No self-respecting 
professional will go out unprepared without back-up equipment.  Whether you use a DSLR, full- 
frame, cropped sensor, mirrorless, micro 4/3 the choice is yours. 
Lenses should cover wide angle, normal, portrait and telephoto ranges.  You may also want to bring a 
macro lens or specialty lens like a LensBaby. 





Add a little bitFlashes should include remote and on-camera models.  The number of choices here are 
huge.  Camera shoe mountable speedlights are popular due to their large light output, small 
size/weight and feature set. You may want to consider a hand-held flash bracket that positions the 
flash directly over the lens in both portrait and landscape orientations of you camera. You can go 
crazy with all the lighting options and equipment that are available but, when shooting a wedding, 
remember, less is more because you and/or your assistant(s) will be carrying all this gear throughout 
the day.  The more compact you can be the better – just don’t shoot yourself in the foot by leaving 
something essential home.  In short, bring the essentials and back-up and nothing more.   
Miscellaneous equipment and supplies include, things like filters, a color checker card (for white 
balance and color profiling – this is especially important if there are several cameras/photographers 
on the job and to keep color consistent), batteries, charger(s), a small tool kit like a Leatherman or 
Swiss Army knife, lens tissue, flashlight, notebook, Sharpie, pen/pencil, snack bar (for an energy 
boost), memory cards, laptop with cables, card reader, AC adapter/batteries, camera bag(s), tripod 
with head (pistol grip heads or ball heads are quick and easy to use and very helpful). 

Raw vs. jpeg…  I strongly encourage you to shoot all of your images in the RAW format.  This will 
give you the “wiggle room” you need for correction after the shoot that jpegs just don’t provide.  It’s 
kind of like Raw files are to negative film (wide exposure latitude) as jpegs are to slide/transparency 
film (very narrow exposure latitude).  The bottom line is that often you can “save” an under or over 
exposed Raw file and usually you can’t with a jpeg.  Since light intensities, qualities and characteristics 
are constantly changing at a wedding give yourself the room you need to fix things later if you need 
to. 

Pricing… This requires you to factor in your experience, anticipated time to complete, expenses, and 
the investment you’ve made into equipment, seminars and workshops.  Don’t do yourself the 
disservice of undervaluing your work and/or your time. 
As is often true in most fields, styles, trends and fashions come and go.  Several years ago the hot 
thing in wedding photography was photojournalism.  Brides were eager to have their weddings 
photographed photo journalistically because they had been to enough weddings where the 
photographer/videographer had taken over the day and prevented people from fully enjoying 
themselves and their friends because they were too busy “taking pictures”   
The reality is that “wedding photojournalism” gave license to the “Uncle Louies and Aunt Harriets” 
who had no business behind a camera to step in and steal work from the established professionals.  It 
was not uncommon for these wannabe Weekend Warriors to shoot an entire wedding without 
creating any beautiful portraits of either the Bride or the groom or the two of them together.  When 
confronted about this their response was often (with a shrug of the shoulders): “Well you said you 
wanted photojournalism”! 
Brides were taken in by the low prices from relatives/friends and the proposed candid nature of their 
approach.  That is NOT true photojournalism.   



An example of what I mean is that during the Bride’s first dance with her father to Daddy’s Little Girl 
the photographer switches to a long lens (after getting the obligatory shots of the Bride and her Dad) 
and zeros in on the tear on Mom’s cheek with the Bride and Dad out of focus in the background.  A 
true photojournalist will focus on the emotions and the sentiments and capturing the “essence” of 
the day. 
Bottom line… true wedding photojournalists are few and far between.   
Uncle Louie, your cousin Jeff and Aunt Harriet are not, generally, qualified to be entrusted with such 
an important once-in-a-lifetime responsibility. 
It’s important to realize that what matters most is the personality and people skills of the 
photographer.  Creativity, professional competence, quality of photographs and skill are secondary. 
 A phenomenal photographer who is abrasive and rubs people the wrong way will starve.  A 
mediocre photographer who people love and like right away will have more work than he/she can 
handle. 
Having photographed hundreds of weddings over the past thirty plus years these are just a few of 
my thoughts, observations and conclusions about being a wedding photographer. 
I hope this information is helpful to you and please feel free to contact me with any questions or 
feedback.   

Chris Moore 
Chris Moore Media-Photography 
(917) 519-3490 
All photographs are protected by copyrightof body text 
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iom - cologne cathedral 
anastasia tompkins

to my mothers catholicism  
barbara kapetanakes



iom - biker 
anastasia tompkins

HM - lost in blue 
paula pillone

BPS digital ALTERED REALITY competition 2017-2018



iota's he looking at? 
barbara kapetanakes

hm - patterns 
david waddle

BPS digital B competition 2017-2018



iom - snowy owl 
Annette collazo-comito

hmuince 
george hansen

BPS digital A competition 2017-2018 



iom - nickerson beach symphony 
anastasia tompkins

hm -bee on a water lily 
harvey augenbraun

BPS digital AA competition 2017-2018



BPS digital BW competition 2017-2018



iom: delphina 
george hansen

hm - youre talking to me/ 
chris moore
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